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Abstract 

 

Objectives  

This study is designed to examine the feasibility of ophthalmic MRI at 7.0 T using a local 

six-channel transmit/receive radiofrequency (RF) coil array in healthy volunteers and patients 

with intraocular masses. 

 

Materials and Methods  

A novel six-element transceiver RF coil array that makes uses of loop elements and 

that is customized for eye imaging at 7.0 T is proposed. Considerations influencing the RF coil 

design and the characteristics of the proposed RF coil array are presented. Numerical 

electro-magnetic field (EMF) simulations were conducted to enhance the RF coil 

characteristics. Specific absorption rate (SAR) simulations and a thorough assessment of RF 

power deposition were performed to meet the safety requirements. Phantom experiments 

were carried out to validate the EMF simulations and to assess the real performance of the 

proposed transceiver array. Certified approval for clinical studies was provided by a local 

notified body prior to the in vivo studies. The suitability of the RF coil to image the human eye, 

optical nerve and orbit was examined in an in vivo feasibility study including (i) 3D gradient 

echo imaging (3D GRE), (ii) inversion recovery 3D gradient echo (3D IR-GRE) and (iii) 2D T2 

weighted fast spin-echo (2D FSE) imaging. For this purpose healthy adult volunteers (n=17, 

mean age 3411 years) and patients with intraocular masses (uveal melanoma, n=5, mean 

age 576years) were investigated.  

 

Results 

All subjects tolerated all examinations well with no relevant adverse events. The six-

channel coil array supports high resolution 3D GRE imaging with a spatial resolution as good 

as (0.2 x 0.2 x 1.0) mm3 which facilitates the depiction of anatomical details of the eye. Rather 

uniform signal intensity across the eye was found. A mean signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 

approximately 35 was found for the lens while the vitreous humor showed an SNR of 
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approximately 30. The lens-vitreous humor contrast-to-noise ratio was 8, which allows good 

differentiation between the lens and the vitreous compartment. Inversion recovery prepared 

3D GRE using a spatial resolution of (0.4 x 0.4 x 1.0 mm)3 was found to be feasible. T2-weighted 

2D FSE imaging with the proposed RF coil afforded a spatial resolution of (0.25 x 0.25 x 0.7 

mm)3. 

 

Conclusions  

 This work provides valuable information on the feasibility of ophthalmic MRI at 7.0 T using 

a dedicated six-channel transceiver coil array that supports the acquisition of high contrast, 

high spatial resolution images in healthy volunteers and patients with intraocular masses. The 

results underscore the challenges of ocular imaging at 7.0 T and demonstrate that these 

issues can be offset by using tailored RF coil hardware. The benefits of such improvements 

would be in positive alignment with explorations that are designed to examine the potential 

of MRI for the assessment of spatial arrangements of the eye segments and their masses with 

the ultimate goal to provide imaging means for guiding treatment decisions in 

ophthalmological diseases. 

 

 

Key words: ultrahigh field; magnetic resonance; ophthalmic imaging; intraocular mass; RF coil 

technology 
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Introduction 

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the spatial arrangements of the eye segments 

and their masses is an emerging MRI application [1-9]. Ocular MRI holds the potential to 

provide guidance during diagnostic assessment and treatment of ophthalmological diseases 

[8, 10-13]. With a sensitivity that is close to that of CT, MRI can serve as a diagnostic tool for 

eye tumors as well as optic neuropathies such as optic neuritis [14-20]. Ultimately, the 

development of ocular MRI applications is aiming at MR image based biometry [21, 22] to 

support advanced intraocular lens implantation or refilling procedures that restore visual 

function and accommodation [23]. These efforts include research into the quantification of 

age-related and accommodative induced changes in ocular dimensions in vivo [24, 25].  

MRI of subtle ocular structures requires a sub-millimeter spatial resolution over a small 

field of view (FOV) [26]. Realizing this constraint as well as the opportunities given by the 

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) gain inherent to ultrahigh field (UHF) MRI – which can be translated 

into spatial resolution enhancements - it is conceptually appealing to pursue in vivo MRI of 

the human eye at high and ultrahigh (B0≥7.0 T) magnetic field strengths [27, 28].   

Recognizing the challenges and opportunities of UHF-MR this study examines the 

feasibility of ophthalmic MRI at 7.0 T. To meet this goal we propose a six-element transceiver 

RF coil array that covers both eyes (3 elements per eye), that is customized for eye imaging at 

7.0 T and that provides image quality suitable for in vivo use together with patient comfort 

and ease of use. For this purpose considerations influencing the RF coil design and the 

characteristics of the proposed RF coil array are presented in conjunction with numerical 

electro-magnetic field (EMF) simulations. To meet the safety and RF power deposition limit 

requirements of MRI, specific absorption rate simulations are conducted. Phantom 

experiments are performed to validate the EMF simulations and to carefully assess the 

performance of the proposed transceiver array. Prior to the in vivo studies a certification 

procedure is performed followed by certified approval for clinical studies provided by a 

notified body. The RF coil’s suitability for imaging the human eye, optical nerve, ocular 

muscles and orbit is examined in an initial feasibility study including healthy adult volunteers 

and patients with intraocular masses (uveal melanoma). The merits and limitations of the 
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proposed transceiver array are discussed and implications for clinical ophthalmic MRI at 7.0 T 

are considered. 
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Material and Methods 

 

RF Coil Design  

To balance the competing constraints of element size, number of elements, 

anatomical coverage, RF depth penetration, B1+ efficiency and parallel imaging 

performance a symmetric six channel RF coil design (f=298 MHz) with three planar transceiver 

loop elements per eye was developed as illustrated in Figure 1a. The three loop elements are 

angled to each other to conform to the anterior head as demonstrated in Figure 1a and 1b. 

An inclination angle of 151° is used for the arrangement of element 1 (or element 6) vs. 

element 2 (or element 5). For the arrangement of element 2 (or element 5) vs. element 3 (or 

element 4) an angle of 161° was applied. The dimensions and size of the individual elements 

were chosen to balance anatomic coverage with the number of elements (Figure 1c). For 

this purpose electromagnetic field (EMF) simulations and preliminary workbench tests were 

conducted. For elements 1, 2, 5 and 6 a rectangular shape was used. For elements 3 and 4 a 

polygonal shape was employed to allow space for the nose. The width of the elements was 

set to 36 mm to provide sufficient RF depth penetration within the region of interest (ROI). An 

element height of 71 mm was used. The structure shown in Figure 1c was etched from 16 μm 

copper on 0.5 mm FR4 substrate. Together with a conductor width of 10mm this 

manufacturing procedure assures reproducibility of the coil configuration in the simulation 

model. For adjacent element decoupling a common conductor with a non-magnetic 

trimmer capacitor (Voltronics Inc., Denville, NJ, USA) was used as shown in Figure 1b. Next 

neighbor decoupling was achieved using coaxial cables and two trimmer capacitors that 

were placed externally to the array [29] as illustrated in Figure 1c. All other elements were 

decoupled by distance. An RF shield was not implemented since it would prohibit vision 

through the coil.  

Non-magnetic ceramic capacitors (American Technical Ceramics Inc., Huntington 

Station, NY, USA) and non-magnetic trimmer capacitors (Voltronics Inc., Denville, NJ, USA) 

were used for tuning, matching and subdividing the conductor loops into short sections. 

Unbalanced currents on the coaxial cables were suppressed by one cable trap per channel. 
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Cable traps were designed as double-turn solenoids of the coaxial cable with an appropriate 

capacitor soldered to the outer conductor at the crossing of the cable. With this parallel 

resonant circuit an effective reduction of shield currents at 297 MHz is achieved.  

The RF coil was built in our laboratory and was not provided by a vendor. The RF coil 

casing shown in Figure 2 was designed in Autodesk Inventor Professional 2012 (Autodesk Inc., 

San Rafael, CA, USA). The coil casing was made from ABS+ material using a rapid prototyping 

system (BST 1200es, Dimension Inc., Eden Prairie, MN, USA). The coil casing accommodates 

the loop elements, the decoupling networks as well as the cable traps as demonstrated in 

Figure 2. The housing ensures a minimum distance of 12 mm from the current-carrying 

conductors to the subject’s tissue. The basic geometry of the casing resembles that of a pair 

of glasses including a soft nose piece. This approach provides means for fitting the coil 

securely on the bridge of the nose and along the cheek bones. An adjustable, washable 

head strap helps to hold the RF coil in place. The loop areas of element 3 and 4 are in 

alignment with the eyes for maximum vision through the RF coil’s casing, an approach which 

has been implemented for eye fixation reasons. 

 

Numerical Electromagnetic Field Simulations 

Three dimensional electromagnetic field simulations were conducted using the Finite 

Integration Technique (CST Studio Suite 2011, CST AG, Darmstadt, Germany). For EMF 

simulations a virtual model of the RF coil configuration - which resembles the experimental 

version - was used together with the human voxel models 'Duke' and 'Ella' from the Virtual 

Family (IT'IS Foundation, Zuerich, Switzerland) and with a cylindrical phantom (radius = 60 mm, 

length = 250 mm, setup with a dielectric with εr = 57.8 and σ = 0.78 S/m) [30]. An isotropic 

resolution of 1.2 mm was used to establish a uniform mesh across the calculation volume. This 

mesh was locally refined in the area of the conductors, the eyes and the brain. Decoupling 

capacitors were incorporated in the EMF simulations as lumped elements and they were 

iteratively adjusted. The feeding points of the elements were modeled as 50 Ω ports. Final 

field results were accomplished incorporating lumped tuning and matching capacitors in the 

built-in circuit simulator of CST Studio Suite (CST Design Studio), following a previously 
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proposed workflow [31]. The capacitor values were optimized with respect to the S-

parameter simulation and were used as a starting point for the practical realization. Using the 

results of the EMF simulations the SAR values were calculated for the final configuration and 

for phase settings used in in vivo measurements. The input power was adjusted to meet the 

regulations of the IEC guideline IEC 60601-2-33 Ed.3 [32]. 

 

Bench Evaluation of RF Coil Performance 

Bench measurements and characterization of the RF key performance parameters 

were performed using an 8-channel vector network analyzer (ZVT 8, Rohde & Schwarz, 

Memmingen, Germany). Measurements of the full set of scattering parameters (S-parameter) 

were conducted simultaneously for all channel combinations in a frequency range of (250-

350) MHz. using a phantom and 6 volunteers (5 male, 1 female, BMI 21-25) to cover various 

coil loading conditions. 

 

Magnetic Resonance Hardware 

MR experiments were conducted on a 7.0 T whole body system (Magnetom, Siemens 

Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany), equipped with an Avanto gradient system (slew rate: 200 

mT/m/ms, maximum gradient strength: 45 mT/m; Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, 

Germany) and an 8 kW single channel RF amplifier (Stolberg HF-Technik AG, Stolberg-Vicht, 

Germany). The RF signal was split from 1 to 6 signals by means of home-built power splitters. 

For this purpose Wilkinson power splitters were used in lumped element design that features 

equal amplitude and zero phase outputs. All 6 elements were connected to the system 

through a multipurpose interface box equipped with transmit/receive switches and 

integrated low-noise preamplifiers (Stark Contrasts, Erlangen, Germany). Phase adjustment of 

each channel was accomplished by adding coaxial cables with the appropriate length to 

the power splitting network. For comparison, coil configurations (Nova Medical, Wilmington, 

MA, USA) tailored for head imaging at 7.0 T were employed. The head coil configurations are 

equipped with a quadrature coil used for transmission which is incorporated in a helmet that 

closely fits to the head. One configuration accommodates 24 receive elements (1TX24RX). 
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Another configuration comprises 32 receive elements (1TX32RX) and has elements which 

encircle the eyes. While these are fairly large elements not optimized for ocular imaging, they 

do provide much better sensitivity over the eyes than with the 1TX24RX configuration. For the 

1TX1RX configuration the quadrature volume coil was used for transmission and for reception.  

Transmission Field Shimming 

The right eye was selected first for transmission field (B1+) shimming since the imaging 

sessions were designed to include only one eye per examination due to the setup used for 

reduction of eye motion artifacts. The results derived from EMF simulations of the elements 1, 2 

and 3 were extracted and a nonlinear optimization algorithm was used in Matlab (The 

MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA) to homogenize the resulting B1+ field. The resulting 

transmission field was calculated by superimposing the field of each channel with different 

phase. The merit function for the B1+ shimming was dynamically updated to a constant field 

strength, equivalent to the median value of the intermediate result. The phase settings 

obtained for the right eye were ported to the left eye. This approach provided a similar B1+ 

field distribution for the right and for the left eye. In the experiment, an element-wise B1+ 

shimming was performed by incorporating coaxial cables for each loop element into the 

power splitting network.  

 

Phantom Experiments 

For validation of the B1+ shimming results derived from the simulations, phantom studies 

were performed. Simulated absolute B1+ distributions of the individual coil elements were 

compared with maps of absolute B1+ fields derived from measurements. For this purpose the 

RF coil was placed on a cylindrical phantom (Figure 2). The phantom (radius = 60 mm, length 

= 250 mm) was filled with a dielectric gel (εr = 57.8, σ = 0.78 S/m) to resemble the setup used 

for EMF simulations in order to compare results from simulations with those from phantom 

experiments. RF transmission field mapping was conducted using the ΦFA CUP approach [33, 

34] in conjunction with a 3D GRE imaging module. For this purpose a rectangular composite 

pulse of 400µsec, a total flip angle=150°, TR= 100ms, matrix 64x64x20, acquisition time per 

channel=256 s were used. A transmitter reference voltage=50 Volt was applied resulting in a 

http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natick
http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Massachusetts
http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vereinigte_Staaten
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nominal B1+=19.16 μT with an RF duty cycle of 0.4%. The sequence employed double gradient 

echo acquisitions to enable static magnetic field (B0) mapping [35] with echo times of 

TE1=1.6 ms and TE2=4.1 ms. Volume selective second order B0 shimming was performed and 

B0 non-uniformities were accounted for in a post-processing routine. All absolute values were 

normalized to the input power at the feeding point of the loop structure. 

 

Ethics Statement 

For the in vivo feasibility study, subjects were included after due approval by the local 

ethical committee (registration number DE/CA73/5550/09, Landesamt für Arbeitsschutz, 

Gesundheitsschutz und technische Sicherheit, Berlin, Germany). Informed written consent was 

obtained from each volunteer and patient prior to the study in compliance with the local 

institutional review board guidelines. 

 

Volunteer and Patient Study 

Prior to the volunteer study the RF coil underwent thorough safety assessment in line 

with IEC 60601-2-33:2010 Ed.3 and IEC 60601-1:2005 Ed.3 [32]. The safety assessment, the 

implemented safety measures, the technical documentation and the risk management file 

for the coil were evaluated and duly approved for implementation in clinical studies following 

certification by the notified body.   

MR imaging was performed in healthy adult volunteers (n=17, mean age 3411 years, 

range 24-64 years, BMI 24.52,) and in patients with intraocular masses (uveal melanoma, 

n=5, mean age 576years, range 50-68 years, BMI 265).  

Absolute transmission field mapping using a Bloch-Siegert implementation [36] was 

used for flip angle calibration so that the actual flip angle represents the nominal flip angle in 

the center of the eye. 

The imaging protocol included: 

  3D gradient echo imaging (3D GRE) using a linear, regular density Cartesian phase 

encoding scheme: 
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a) For a spatial resolution of (0.3 x 0.3 x 1.0) mm3 the parameters were: TR=10.3 ms, TE=3.6 

ms, nominal flip angle 6°, FOV=(81 x 58) mm2, matrix size=320 x 230, 24 slices per slab, 

receiver bandwidth of 300 Hz/pixel, number of averages=2. The nominal acquisition 

time was 3:12 min.  

b) For a spatial resolution of (0.2 x 0.2 x 1.0) mm3 the parameters were: TR = 12 ms, TE = 5.9 

ms, nominal flip angle 8°, FOV = (50 x 50) mm2, matrix size = 256 x 256, 32 slices per slab, 

receiver bandwidth of 230 Hz/pixel. The acquisition time was 2:09 min including resting 

periods for eye blinking.  

 Inversion recovery 3D gradient echo (3D IR-GRE) with a spatial resolution of (0.4 x 0.4 x 1.0) 

mm3, TR = 13.6 ms, TE = 6.5 ms, inversion time TI= 1900 ms, nominal flip angle 6°, FOV = (103 

x 74) mm2, matrix size = 256 x 184, 24 slices per slab, receiver bandwidth=300 Hz/pixel, 2 

averages, and linear, regular density Cartesian phase encoding. The nominal acquisition 

time was 1:43 min.  

 2D T2 weighted fast spin-echo (2D FSE) imaging using a spatial resolution of (0.25 x 0.25 x 

0.7) mm3, TR=2940 ms, TE=85 ms, nominal flip angle of the refocussing pulses= 100°, FOV = 

(84 x 60) mm2, matrix size = 384 x 245, 6 slices, receiver bandwidth of 260 Hz/pixel, 4 

averages, and two-fold acceleration along the A-P phase encoding direction using 

GRAPPA reconstruction. The acquisition time was approximately 2:00 min per average 

including resting periods for eye blinking. 

For comparison, T2-weighted 2D FSE imaging was performed using the 1TX24RX, 1TX1RX, 

1TX32RX head coil configurations. For this purpose the imaging parameters were adjusted to 

avoid folding artifacts: 

 1TX24RX: TR=2940 ms, TE=85 ms, spatial resolution=(0.53 x 0.53 x 0.7) mm3, FOV=(204 x 130) 

mm2, matrix size=384 x 245, receiver bandwidth=260 Hz/pixel, 4 averages, acquisition 

time=2:00 min per average and two-fold acceleration along the A-P phase encoding 

direction using GRAPPA reconstruction.  

 1TX1RX: TR=2940 ms, TE=72 ms, spatial resolution = (0.52 x 0.52 x 1.4) mm3, FOV = (200 x 200) 

mm2, matrix size=384 x 384, receiver bandwidth =260 Hz/pixel, acquisition time=2:41 min. 
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 1TX32RX:  TR=2940 ms, TE=72 ms, spatial resolution of (0.52 x 0.81 x 1.4) mm3, FOV = (200 x 

200) mm2, matrix size=384 x 246, receiver bandwidth =260 Hz/pixel, acquisition time=2:41 

min. Images were re-reconstructed with the scaling factors of all except the three 

elements closest to the eye set to zero. This gives the equivalent of only receiving on the 

nearest elements, similar to the proposed 6 channel eye coil setup. 

To reduce eye movement artifacts, subjects were prepared as previously described 

[28]. The investigated eye was kept closed. The contralateral eye was anesthetized 

(Proparakain-POS 5%, Ursapham, Germany) and lubricated (Thealoz®, Thea Pharma, France). 

All protocols included a triggering scheme, which consisted of an acquisition window 

followed by a pause to allow for blinking [28, 36]. The subjects were asked to fixate the gaze 

of the open eye for 3 s on a far point, which was marked inside the iso-center of the scanner 

bore. The fixation period was followed by a rest period of 3 s that allowed for blinking. 

Subsequently, re-fixation was conducted. MR data acquisition was interrupted during the rest 

periods. The alternating gaze fixation-resting periods were repeated until the end of each 

scan series. 

As part of our standard protocol all subjects were given an exit interview regarding 

their experience during the 7T examination. 

In vivo image quality was assessed by determining signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), 

lens/vitreous humor contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) and signal intensity uniformity across the lens 

or the vitreous humor. For SNR and CNR measurements images derived from regularly 

sampled acquisitions were used. Regions of interest covering the lens or the vitreous humor 

were used to determine the mean value of the signal intensity. Noise was obtained from the 

standard deviation of the signal intensity of a ROI positioned well outside of the head. 

Geometry factors (g-factor) were determined as previously described [37].  
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Results 

 

RF Characteristics and Coil Performance  

The RF coil exhibits a weight of m=804 g (versus m=200 g obtained for a single element 

receive only surface coil (d=60 mm)). Please note that the latter does not include the TR/RX 

switches and the preamplifier circuit boards which were used for the eye coil) and conforms 

to a broad range of head and nose geometries, leading to well perceived patient comfort 

and ease of use. The S-parameter matrices were averaged over five male and one female 

volunteer. Reflection coefficients of the individual elements averaged over five volunteers 

ranged between -23 dB and -28 dB (Figure 3A). Element coupling was below -11.4 dB for all 

elements and subjects. The loop elements were found to have an average QU/QL of 5.07 

(elements 1 and 6), 6.09 (elements 2 and 5) and 2.72 (elements 3 and 4). Noise correlation 

was examined as previously described [37] and yielded a noise correlation of 0.4 or below for 

all elements and subjects as shown in Figure 3.  

 

Numerical EMF Simulations and SAR Considerations 

The phase optimization algorithm used to tailor B1+ uniformity yielded a phase setting 

of Ch1: 0°, Ch2: -327.2°, Ch3: -248°, Ch4: 0°, Ch5: -327.2°, Ch6: -248° (designated as phase 

setting PS3, negative phase values indicate a phase delay) shown in Figure 4e. For 

comparison, two circular polarized (CP) phase settings (PS1, PS2) were employed. PS1 

represents a CP mode derived from the angles between the loop plane normal vectors (PS1: 

Ch1: 0°, Ch2: -331°, Ch3: -312°, Ch4: -262°, Ch5: -243°, Ch6: -214°) and provided a B1+ 

distribution shown in Figure 4c. To generate a CP mode centered in the left (elements 4,5,6) 

and in the right eye (elements 1,2,3) PS2 was set to Ch1: 0°, Ch2: -308°, Ch3: -255°, Ch4: -0°, 

Ch5: -307°, Ch6: -2590  which yielded the B1+ distribution depicted in Figure 4d. Figure 4f 

demonstrates improvements in B1+ uniformity for regions covering the eyes for PS3 versus PS2. 

For all three phase settings the input power amplitude was equal for each channel.  

Local SAR values averaged over 10g (SAR10g) were derived from the EMF simulations 

for PS3 using the human voxel models “Duke” and “Ella” for an accepted input power of 1 W 
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averaged over a period of 6 min. Subsequently the maximum input power was limited to 0.8 

W to ensure that the SAR10g maxima did not exceed 10 W/kg as demonstrated in Figure 5. The 

local SAR maxima for PS3 did not even exceed 6.7 W/kg which is well below the limits 

permitted by the IEC guidelines [32]. The locations and amplitudes of the local maxima are 

comparable for the voxel models “Duke” and “Ella” as shown in Figure 5. 

For the calculation of the head SAR the mass of the head was set to 4.8 kg which 

corresponds to an average adult head. The 0.8 W input power yielded 0.17 W/kg of head 

SAR that was below the limit of 3.2 W/kg permitted by the IEC guidelines [32]. The losses in the 

transmit chain were not included or compensated for in the SAR calculations, therefore a 

reasonable safety margin is maintained in the maximum input power estimation. 

 

Validation in Phantom Experiments and B1+ Mapping 

For all individual elements and for the combination of all elements, the transmission 

fields obtained from EMF simulations when placed on the virtual cylindrical phantom were 

found to be in agreement with the B1+ fields derived from B1+ mapping in phantom 

experiments (Figure 6). This supports the validity of the EMF simulations, which is of importance 

for the SAR assessment. 

 

In Vivo Feasibility Study 

All volunteers and all patients involved in this study tolerated all examinations well with 

no relevant adverse events. In vivo scout imaging using relatively low spatial resolution 

imaging revealed rather uniform signal intensity for sagittal and transversal views of the eye.  

For parallel imaging using 2D FGRE and GRAPPA reconstruction, mean geometry factors of 

g=1.1 (R=2), g=1.9 (R=3) and g=3.4 (R=4) were determined for a ROI covering the human eye, 

orbit and segments of the optic nerve. 

The in vivo feasibility study yielded that the proposed six-channel coil array supports 

high spatial resolution imaging of the human eye at 7.0 T within clinically acceptable scan 

times for each protocol resulting in a total examination time of less than 25 min. Figure 7 

shows a sagittal view of the eye of a healthy subject derived from 3D gradient echo imaging. 
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With a spatial resolution of (0.3 x 0.3 x 1.0) mm3 we could clearly discern anatomical details of 

the eye including the anterior chamber, posterior chamber, lens nucleus, lens cortex, vitreous 

humor and orbital muscles (Figure 7a). Rather uniform signal intensity was observed across the 

eye as underlined by the signal intensity profiles through a sagittal view of the lens nucleus 

and the vitreous humor (Figure 7b). Across the short axis of the lens a 7% change in signal 

intensity was observed. The mean signal intensity of the lens was found to be 1050±100 with a 

mean signal-to-noise ratio of approximately 35. The vitreous humor provided a mean signal 

intensity of 720±50 and a mean SNR of approximately 30. Along a line connecting the center 

of the lens with the retina a signal intensity change of 15% was observed within the vitreous 

humor. For a profile perpendicular to the line connecting the lens with the retina a signal 

intensity change of 2% was determined. The lens-vitreous humor contrast-to-noise ratio was 8, 

which allows good differentiation between the lens and the vitreous compartment.  

Figure 8 demonstrates the feasibility of high spatial resolution 3D GRE imaging.  For this 

purpose transversal views of the eye were acquired using a spatial resolution of (0.2 x 0.2 x 

1.0) mm3 (Figure 8a) and of (0.3 x 0.3 x 1.0) mm3 (Figure 8b). We could also demonstrate the 

feasibility of inversion recovery prepared 3D GRE using a spatial resolution of (0.4 x 0.4 x 1.0 

mm)3 (Figure 8c) and T2-weighted 2D FSE with a spatial resolution of (0.25 x 0.25 x 0.7 mm)3 

(Figure 8d). For comparison, the T2-weighted 2D FSE protocol was performed using the 

1TX24RX, 1TX1RX and 1TX32RX head coil configurations. Figure 9 shows a sagittal view of the 

eye of healthy subjects derived from 2D FSE acquisitions using the 1TX24RX configuration 

(Figure 9 a, e), the 1TX1RX configuration (Figure 9b,f), the 1TX32RX configuration (Figure 9c,g)  

and the 6 channel TX/RX coil (Figure 9 d, h). For the 6 channel TX/RX coil, rather uniform signal 

intensity was observed across the eye as illustrated in Figure 9m. For a profile perpendicular to 

the line connecting the lens with the retina a mean signal intensity change of <5 % was 

determined. In comparison, the 1TX24RX configuration showed a 90 % signal intensity 

decrease for the same profile as outlined in Figure 9i. When using the 1TX1RX and 1TX32RX 

configurations a mean signal intensity decrease of approximately 55 % was observed for a 

profile perpendicular to the line connecting the lens with the retina (Figure 9k,l).   
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We next wanted to study the applicability of the proposed six-channel coil in patients 

with ocular tumor masses. Using a spatial resolution of (0.3 x 0.3 x 1.0) mm3, tumor mass and 

retinal detachment within the eye of patients suffering from melanoma of the choroid 

membrane can be clearly depicted in both sagittal (Figure 10a) and transversal views (Figure 

10b). For comparison, the sagittal view is also shown for an image using an enhanced spatial 

resolution of (0.2 x 0.2 x 1.0) mm3 (Figure 10c). The retinal detachment of a malignant 

melanoma of choroidea is also clearly depicted by 2D T2-weighted fast spin-echo imaging 

using a spatial resolution of (0.25 x 0.25 x 0.7) mm3 (Figure 10e).  
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Discussion  

This study demonstrates the feasibility of ocular imaging at 7.0 T using a dedicated six-

channel transceiver coil array that uses loop elements and that provides image quality and 

suitability for clinical use, patient comfort and ease of use. The results derived from RF 

characteristics and noise correlation assessment are encouraging and suggest that subject-

specific tuning and matching may not be essential when using the proposed coil array in a 

clinical setting.  

The benefits of the sensitivity gain inherent to UHF-MR together with the SNR gain of 

the proposed local 6 channel TX/RX coil array – that in contrast to a volume head coil closely 

fits to the anatomy of the cheek, eyebrow and nose – were exploited for high spatial 

resolution ophthalmic imaging. Our results demonstrate that the proposed coil design affords 

uniform signal intensity across a region of interest encompassing the eye and facilitates the 

depiction of subtle anatomical details of the eye. Our in vivo feasibility study using the 

proposed six-channel array together with a 2D gradient echo imaging protocol yielded a 2% 

signal intensity change for the vitreous humor along a profile perpendicular to the line 

connecting the lens with the retina. Along a line connecting the center of the lens with the 

retina a 15% change in signal intensity was observed across the vitreous humor. In 

comparison, a pioneering study at 7.0 T employing a volume head coil for transmission and a 

single element loop coil (diameter= 4cm) for reception reported a signal decay of more than 

50% along the same profile through the vitreous humor [28]. For the lens nucleus we observed 

a signal intensity variation of less than 10 %. In comparison, the single element loop RX coil 

study reported a signal decay of approximately 25% along the short main axis of the lens 

nucleus [28]. Rather uniform signal intensity across the eye was also observed for 2D-weighted 

FSE imaging. For this protocol a mean signal intensity change of <5 % was obtained for a 

profile perpendicular to the line connecting the lens with the retina. Further to ocular imaging 

the coil might be also suitable for targeting deeper lying sections of the orbit, the optical 

canal and the optic nerve. Anatomical imaging of the optic nerve bears clinical relevance 

for optic neuropathies in neuroinflammatory diseases and also for the differential diagnosis of 

debilitating autoimmune or orphan diseases of the central nervous system that run the risk of 
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visual impairment [38, 39]. Adding a support structure to the coil that still supports a close fit to 

the cheekbones and the forehead would render the coil effectively weightless for the 

subject. 

A recent study examined the diagnostic value of ophthalmic MRI at 1.5 T using an in-

plane spatial resolution ranging from (0.31-0.62) mm in conjunction with a slice thickness 

ranging from (1.6-4.0) mm [40]. The same study concluded that further technological 

advancements in the field are required to provide more spatially detailed images of the eye, 

the structures in the orbit and the optic nerve [40]. This conclusion prompted the authors to 

propose the use of highfield MR systems in conjunction with surface coils. Our study adds to 

the literature by demonstrating the feasibility of ophthalmic MRI at 7.0 T using a spatial 

resolution as good as (0.2 x 0.2 x 1.0) mm3. Unlike previous studies we did not use general 

anesthesia for high spatial resolution imaging of the eye [40]. 

The proposed coil array yielded a mean geometry factor of g<2 for a 1D acceleration 

factor of R=3. It is perceivable that the maximum possible acceleration increases with 

increasing number of array elements; an approach which needs to be carefully balanced 

with the competing constraints of coil element size, RF depth penetration and eye coverage. 

Recognition of the benefits and performance of multi-dimensional local surface coil arrays 

might be translated into reduction of noise amplification inherent in parallel imaging with the 

goal to preserve SNR versus one-dimensional accelerations [41-45]. This would require a two-

dimensional array tailored for ocular imaging with loop elements with a diameter or element 

height substantially smaller than the h=71 mm used in this study.   

Imaging a relatively small field of view is another challenge of ophthalmic MRI since it 

bears the risk of aliasing artifacts superimposed to the eye. For this, parallel transmit 

techniques using multi-channel TX/RX coil arrays might be productively employed for spatially 

selective excitation [46]. These techniques make us of exquisite control over the 

electromagnetic fields by modulating amplitude and phase used for excitation of each 

independent transmit channel. Potential applications include targeted or curved excitation 

and zoomed imaging using a FOV smaller than the object size [47]. Zonal imaging with 

tailored parallel transmit pulses can be accomplished without the risk of aliasing artifacts 
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since magnetization is only excited in the target area, which has tremendous practical 

implications for future ophthalmic imaging applications.  

It is a recognized limitation of this study that primarily low flip angle gradient echo 

imaging techniques were applied due to RF power deposition constraints. MR imaging 

techniques that encompass trains of RF refocusing pulses, e.g. fast spin-echo (FSE) techniques 

can easily reach and exceed the SAR limits at 7.0 T [48]. Further FSE improvements shall 

include the development of RF pulses that unlike conventional refocusing RF pulses are less 

sensitive to non-uniformities in the transmission field of multi-channel surface coil arrays used 

for RF excitation at ultrahigh fields. Here, caution is warranted not to severely increase the 

minimum inter-echo time, which could be challenging if not elusive for rapid imaging. Also, 

the merits of parallel imaging strategies can be employed to address RF power deposition 

constraints, which otherwise would force a lengthening in the echo time and repetition time. 

The need for reducing the RF power deposition at ultrahigh fields accentuates the 

complementary advantage of parallel imaging since it has been predicted that field 

strengths larger than 5.0 T promise to reduce the noise amplification in parallel imaging [42, 

43]. Further improvements in image quality/contrast can be achieved by tailoring pulse 

sequences established for eye imaging at 1.5 T [26] and 3.0 T [27] for 7.0 T. To this end it is of 

essence to further reduce artifacts induced by susceptibility gradients or by eye motion. Here 

the proposed open RF coil design provides space for an eye-tracking and gaze fixation 

system to monitor eye position during data acquisition; an approach which would be 

beneficial to correct for eye motion induced motion artifacts. Taking the SNR gain at 7.0 T into 

account we also anticipate to expand our studies to diffusion-weighted imaging which might 

be helpful to differentiate ocular tumors from retinal detachment as suggested by a recent 

study at 1.5 T [49].  

Progress in ophthalmic MRI at 7.0 T may serve to enhance the capabilities of MR image 

based biometry with the ultimate goal to support advanced intraocular lens implantation or 

refilling procedures that restore visual function and accommodation. Arguably, the notion 

that intraocular lenses are a contra-indication per se at 7.0 T is somewhat premature. 

However, gaining a better insight into the MR safety of intraocular lenses is of profound 
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relevance for ophthalmic MR developments at 7.0 T and their transfer into clinical practice 

due to an increasing patient population with a history of cataract surgery with intraocular 

lens implantation [50]. To this end it should be noted that recent phantom studies 

demonstrated that MRI at 7.0 T did not induce movement or RF heating of any of the 

investigated intraocular lenses [51]. Hence the authors concluded that all the tested 

intraocular lenses are considered safe for MRI up to and including 7 Tesla [51]. 

 To conclude, we have shown that the proposed 6 channel transceiver coil has the 

capability to acquire high contrast, high spatial resolution images of the eye at 7.0 T. The RF 

penetration seems sufficient for healthy subjects and patients. B1+ non-uniformities can be 

mitigated with appropriate B1+ phase settings. The results underline the challenges of ocular 

imaging at 7.0 T and demonstrate that these issues can be offset by using tailored RF coil 

hardware. The benefits of such improvements would be in positive alignment with the needs 

of explorations that are designed to examine the potential of ultrahigh field MRI for the 

assessment of spatial arrangements of the eye segments and their masses with the ultimate 

goal to provide guidance during diagnostic assessment and treatment of ophthalmological 

diseases.  
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Figure Captions 

 
 

Figure 1:  

a) Schematic drawing of the coil array depicting the basic coil design, illustrating the 

angulation of the elements and identifying the individual elements. b) Basic circuit diagram 

of the 6-channel coil array superimposed to a virtual head of the voxel model “Duke” used 

for EMF simulations. Coil elements are depicted in yellow. c) The conductor layout and its 

dimensions. The decoupling of the next neighboring elements is illustrated by two coaxial 

cables and two capacitive trimmers in between.  

 

Figure 2: 

left) Photograph of the 6 channel TX/RX array tailored for ocular imaging showing the cable 

traps, conductors and cabling together with the coil casing and a mirror which allows for 

fixating a point in the isocenter of the scanner bore. right) Phantom setup with the RF coil 

placed on a cylindrical phantom used for the validation of the EMF simulations. 

 

Figure 3: 

S-parameter matrix (a) with standard deviation (b) averaged over six volunteers. 6x6 noise 

correlation matrix derived from phantom measurements using the phantom (c) and 

averaged over six healthy subjects (d). 

 

Figure 4: 

Schematic view of the element position with respect to the eyes of the human voxel model 

Duke (a). Angles to the center of the right eye are 52° and 53°. Angles to the center of the left 

eye are 53° and 48°. B1+ distributions derived from numerical EMF simulations for a transversal 

slice through the eye using (b) the sum of square combination of the individual fields 

displaying a pixel wise constructive interference as the upper bound for any RF shimming, (c) 

a circular polarized phase setting (PS1) with respect to the loop plane normal, (d) a circular 

polarized phase setting (PS2) that is centered in the right eye and in the left eye and (e) the 
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B1+ optimized phase setting PS3. PS3 provided improvements in B1+ uniformity for regions 

covering the eyes versus PS2 as illustrated by the PS3-PS2 difference map (f). 

 

Figure 5: 

SAR10g distribution derived from EMF simulations using the human voxel model “Ella” (left) and 

“Duke” (right) for the B1+ optimized phase setting PS3 employed in all in vivo experiments. A 

surface plot of the local SAR10g (top row) and a transverse slice (bottom row) covering the 

location of the global maximum of the local SAR10g are shown. By adjusting the positioning of 

the coil to a minimum distance of 12 mm to the head using the eyebrows and the 

cheekbones as anatomical references, the anatomy of the nose of the male voxel model is 

slightly more exposed to SAR. The global maximum of the local SAR10g obtained for PS3 did 

not exceed the 10 W/kg limit given by the IEC guidelines for an input power of 0.8 Wrms.  

 

Figure 6: 

Qualitative comparison of simulated B1+ distributions (top) and experimental normalized 

B1+maps (bottom) obtained for all 6 coil channels. For B1+ mapping a cylindrical phantom 

was used in the numerical EMF simulations and in the experiments. For this purpose the 

phantom (radius=60 mm, length=250 mm) was setup with a tissue equivalent dielectric 

medium (εr = 57.8, σ = 0.78 S/m). For B1+ mapping a transmitter reference voltage of 50 Volt 

was used resulting in a nominal B1+=19.16 μT (normalized value=1). The B1+ maps derived from 

numerical simulations and experiments show a fair agreement. 

 

Figure 7: 

High spatial resolution (0.3 x 0.3 x 1.0 mm)3 sagittal view of the human eye, which 

depict subtle anatomical details and which indicate rather uniform signal intensity. The image 

was derived from 3D gradient echo imaging b) Signal intensity profile through the lens and 

vitreous humor as depicted in a). Across the short axis (red graph) of the lens a 7% change in 

signal intensity was observed. Along a line (red graph) connecting the center of the lens with 

the retina a signal intensity change of 15% was obtained from the vitreous humor. For a profile 
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perpendicular to the line connecting the lens (blue graph) with the retina a signal intensity 

change of 2% was determined. Signal intensity histogram obtained for the lens (c) and for the 

vitreous humor (d). 

 

Figure 8: 

Transversal views of the eye derived from 3D gradient echo imaging using a spatial resolution 

of a) (0.2 x 0.2 x 1.0 mm)3 and b) (0.3 x 0.3 x 1.0 mm)3 together with sagittal views of the eye 

derived from c) inversion recovery prepared 3D gradient echo imaging using a spatial 

resolution of (0.4 x 0.4 x 1.0 mm)3 and from d) T2-weighted 2D fast spin-echo imaging with a 

spatial resolution of (0.25 x 0.25 x 0.7 mm)3. 

 

Figure 9: 

Comparison of results derived from T2-weighted 2D fast spin-echo imaging of healthy subjects 

using the TX1RX24 (a,e), TX1RX1 (b,f), TX1RX32 (c,g) head coil configuration versus the 6 

channel TX/RX local array (d,h). For the 6 channel TX/RX coil rather uniform signal intensity was 

observed across the eye (m). Unlike the 6 channel TX/RX coil the TX1RX24, TX1RX1 and 

TX1RX32 head coil configurations yielded a substantial change in signal intensity across the 

eye (I,k,l). For a profile (marked by the blue dotted line) perpendicular to the line connecting 

the lens with the retina (marked by the red dotted line) a mean signal intensity change of <5 

% was determined for the 6 channel TX/RX array (m). In comparison, the TX1R24 configuration 

showed a 90 % signal intensity decrease for the same profile (i). When using the TX1RX1 

configuration a mean signal intensity change of approximately 55 % was observed for a 

profile perpendicular to the line connecting the lens with the retina (k). The TX1RX32 

configuration yielded a mean signal intensity change of approximately 55 % for the same 

profile. 

 

Figure 10: 

Sagittal (a) and transversal (b) in vivo images of the right eye obtained from 3D gradient 

echo imaging (spatial resolution (0.3 x 0.3 x 1.0) mm3 ) of a patient suffering from a malignant 
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melanoma of choroidea with retinal detachment. Spatial resolution was further improved to 

(0.2 x0.2 x 1.0) mm3 for the transversal (c) view of the right eye of the same patient shown in 

b). Total scan time was 3:12 min for a) and b) and 2:09 min for c). Zoomed sagittal views of 

the left eye obtained from d) 3D gradient echo imaging (spatial resolution (0.3 x 0.3 x 1.0) 

mm3 ) and from e) 2D T2-weighted fast spin-echo imaging (spatial resolution (0.25 x 0.25 x 0.7) 

mm3 ) of another patient suffering from a malignant melanoma of choroidea with retinal 

detachment.  

 

. 
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